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Welcome to
our 2019
Market Report

W

hat a year it was. Cryptocurrency markets saw massive
declines over the last year, in some cases upwards of 90%
from Q1 2018 highs. Market fluctuations must be kept in
perspective though, as these declines came after even greater
exponential gains in 2017 (remember “moon lambos”?). It is
relatively safe to say that the speculative retail bubble has
burst, even if all the air has yet to escape.

As challenging as these market declines have been, there are many promising signs coming from
all corners of the blockchain space, and enterprise adoption is looking increasingly viable. The
necessary infrastructure to finally welcome institutional investors has been established, and
the next generation of protocols have launched and are actively being tested. These protocols
are now able to handle many times the transaction volume of Bitcoin and Ethereum (ETH), at a
fraction of the cost.
Another favorable sign we see is the growing quality of companies in the space. Scammers are
becoming increasingly irrelevant and illegitimate companies that were ill-equipped to build a
real business and product will continue to give way to their worthier competitors. Tighter
markets and more sophisticated investors will ensure that only the best teams and products
survive and thrive.
The foundations of this burgeoning industry are growing stronger every day. In the long run,
these somewhat challenging developments are necessary and beneficial growing pains. Those
of us investing our time and capital in the promising future of blockchain technology should be
assured that interesting times most definitely lie ahead. We are grateful for the opportunity to
watch such revolutionary innovations unfold. What a time to be alive. Those of us that have
been in this space for years are now observing market patterns. We feel that these insights help
us all anticipate the ebbs and flows that naturally shape emerging markets, and are keen to
share some of this knowledge.
So here you have it, our 2019 Market Report, full of expert commentary on how the blockchain
industry will unfold over the coming year. If you have any questions or want to get in touch with
our authors or contributors, please email hello@decentranet.com.
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THE RISE OF
SECURITY TOKENS
If 2017 was the year of the Initial Coin Offering
(ICO), and 2018 was the year of
reality/bear/bubble burst, 2019 is shaping up to
be remembered as the year of the security token.
Security tokens are crypto tokens issued to
investors in a securities offering, often through a
token sale or ICO. Security tokens, unlike true
utility tokens, are actual financial securities
which prompt a whole host of regulations. These
tokens could represent ownership of real-world
assets, equity, or revenue streams. Nearly any
asset or revenue stream that possibly benefits
from enhanced liquidity could eventually be
tokenized. We see this trend growing
significantly in 2019 as regulatory-compliant
security token exchanges come online (including
tZERO launching this week).
Various exchanges have strived for compliance
by incorporating robust Know Your Customer
(KYC) measures. As we've seen nicely explained;

Imagine going to the office or school
without an identification card or traveling
abroad without a passport and boarding
pass. For cryptocurrency exchanges, that is
equivalent to doing business with people
they have not personally vetted. This is
where Know Your Customer (KYC) comes
in. The process is pretty much similar to
when you first opened your bank account
where you were likely asked to fill out a
personal data sheet and submit one or two
IDs for verification.
- CryptalDash
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Critics decry the shift toward KYC processes as
burdensome. Many fear that adopting these
protocols “creates an all-pervasive, global
surveillance apparatus”. Others see this as a shift
toward responsible business practices,
essentially stewarding the once brand new
cryptocurrency ecosystem toward the
legitimacy required to join the global financial
system. We believe that more sophisticated ID
verification procedures will allow exchanges to
control access to securities while still enabling
greater liquidity for such assets.
Once the regulatory requirements are met,
space for innovation opens. Companies such as
Securrency (Disclosure: we are investors and
advised the Company) can now code the
regulatory restrictions directly into the token
itself. They are also working on platform
enhancements to include reporting and
compliance functions for portfolio managers.
They, and others like Polymath and Securitize,
are aiming to make easy on-ramps for launching
compliant security tokens. This will remove
layers of bureaucratic burden from compliance
costs and multiply the types and liquidity of
securities products.
As security tokens become more feasible and
commonplace, what will become of utility
tokens? We suspect they will still have their
place in the future. The market will determine
what use cases make sense and where existing
technology is sufficient to handle the job. The
industry-at-large will find ideal tokenomic
models allowing utility tokens to capture the
value of the networks they enable. Years from
now, when the theorizing and testing are more
complete, we anticipate a strong resurgence for
utility tokens.

People are conflating the fall of low-quality projects and scams with the fall of utility tokens.
The vast majority of utility tokens don't effectively capture network value due to their
tokenomic structure. Large market examples of these include Ethereum, XRP, and Cardano.
But this doesn’t mean well-engineered utility or network tokens, that are used as a medium of
exchange on a platform amongst other things like staking can’t effectively capture network
value, especially for distributed marketplaces.
- Zach Resnick, Managing Partner, Ezra New Economy Fund, LP

The thing I really liked about the ICO phase is that you saw some small, committed teams
walking away with $50m which gave them a 20-year runway. Even if they restructure and
grow and that turns into 5 years with a bigger team, that's a kind of problem-solving firepower
that we haven't seen since the days of XeroxPARC. It's very hard inside of a quarterly-resultsdriven form of capitalism to get long and deep research done, and the changes in academia
have made it really difficult to get this kind of thinking done even there. So I'm quite optimistic
that some of these projects will do paradigm-defining work on the core technologies which will
fuel the next decades of our technological transformation. If they survive the SEC.
Mattereum didn't do an ICO. Too many of our staff are lawyers to do anything that isn't
completely by the book, and much as there are days I wish we had 25 staff and a four year
runway, the fundamental truth is that if your token is ruled to be a security in the US, there's
going to be hard-to-avoid trouble. We all just have to live with that. And you can see from the
colossal scam markets and the wash trading and all the rest of that, you can see where the SEC
fits in and what its role has to be.
- Vinay Gupta, Founder and CEO, Mattereum

A lot was written and discussed on security tokens and liquidity in 2018. As platforms like
Securrency and Polymath launch ready-to-use capabilities like KYC, token creation,
integration to exchanges, and more, the concept of the security token and its benefits will
finally be realized. We see 2019 as the year of the Security Token Offering.
- Sushil Prabhu, CEO, OpenCrowd

With increasing regulatory pressure, security tokens will become the dominant crypto token
type of 2019. Now that the SEC has begun cracking down on fraudulent ICOs, more and more
crypto startups will take a better-safe-than-sorry approach regarding their ICOs. Additionally,
the tokenization of already existing stocks could very well be the catalyst that leads to a flood
of real-world adoption. Many people may not see the benefits of a pure, peer-to-peer currency,
but they do understand the value in being able to trade a fraction of a stock like Netflix, 24/7,
with little to no fees.
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- Steven Buchko, Co-Founder, CoinClear

When you think of public vs private equities, the latter are much bigger. Why are they
privately held rather than publicly-traded? There’s a trade-off between the advantages and
disadvantages of being public, which is where I see security tokens creating a third category;
one that offers to private equities most of the advantages of being publicly traded, but with
less of the disadvantages that get them to stay private. The potential is bigger than stock
markets as a whole. Real estate and energy, in particular, will get a lot of attention in 2019,
there are several projects well on their way and more in the initial exploratory stages.
- Alessandra Sollberger, Founder, Evermore Health

Token sales are dead, right? Wrong. They will mature with companies solving custody issues,
more specific regulations (you go SEC!) and evolved business models giving institutional
investors more confidence in investing into companies and still providing investment
opportunities to diverse global communities. DPOs are a good model. The days of creating a
whitepaper and raising $40 million are over, but I see benefit in a more structured approach
for Venture Capitalists participating in “private sales” early on and doing a public sale at a
later date. And equity-backed Security Token Offerings, IP backed STOs, are another avenue.
– Matt McGraw, Founder and CEO, The Bureau and Dispatch Protocol

I remain confident in the unique value and novelty of the utility token model. The ability to
hold tokenized utility is potentially more directly effective at valuation for a project than the
traditional equity model, as the utility of a system is more directly and simply measurable. A
lot of misinformation, Fear Uncertainty and Doubt (FUD), and general misunderstanding has
been at play in the industry as banks and VCs have lobbied regulators, and regulators have
taken action without full understanding of utility or classification of projects. We think that
there is indeed a place for tokenization of equity as a security token, especially if it can be
standardized to follow existing rules, but that should be a separate consideration, apart from
utility tokens.
- Joe Roets, CEO, Dragonchain

Security tokens are a gateway into decentralized finance for people and companies that are
not willing to take much risk in strict regulatory environments. While these assets stray from
the ideological view of what decentralized monetary systems could potentially look like, they
enable a range of possibilities to increase the velocity of money movement. It is exciting to
think that shares in companies will be more useful than being wallpaper.
- Jake Vartanian, Founder, Native
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ALTERNATIVE
TOKENS
Two growing alternative uses cases for this
technology are stablecoins and non-fungible
tokens. These represent a twist on what we
typically think of as security tokens since they
can be backed by assets, but not qualify as
traditional securities.

Stablecoins
The institutional players have begun to realize
the potential of stablecoins. A stablecoin is a
cryptocurrency that is either backed by another
asset, like gold, dollars, or even other
cryptocurrencies. In other cases, a stablecoin
might be algorithmically balanced to a basket of
other assets. The “stable” aspect is relative
depending on the pegging mechanism. If backed
by Ethereum, for example, the price will be
stable as denominated in ETH, but not in dollars.
Vice versa if backed by dollars. Such currencies
allow for easy global trading and, in the future,
could be used for everyday purchases.
As of November, the total investments made
into the stablecoin space had touched $3 billion,
per Stable Report, a crypto research group. That
demand has led to the introduction of more than
120 stablecoin projects in the past year alone.
Since the initial creation of Tether in 2014,
stablecoins have exploded in popularity as a
means for exchanges and customers to have fiat
equivalent funds easily available for trading.
Stablecoins can act as a hedge against volatile
crypto markets, or as a digital alternative to
stable assets like gold.
While not nearly as exciting as more speculative
assets, stablecoins are a key feature of the
overall market. There are three main types of
stablecoins, each with their own unique value
proposition.
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Asset-Backed On-Chain: Backed by
cryptocurrencies such as Ether, it is dependent
on the stability of the cryptocurrency on the
other side of the equation.
Asset-Backed Off-Chain: Backed by a “regular”
fiat currency such as USD or euro, precious
metals or other real-world assets. It requires
trust in an opaque and centralized third party to
hold the collateral. For instance, users can
purchase one stablecoin for a dollar, and can also
redeem it later for the same price, thus
eliminating the notorious crypto price swings.
Algorithmic: Relies on a combination of
algorithms and smart-contracts to maintain price
equilibrium.
Each has merits and drawbacks but will be used
for its designed purpose. So far, asset-backed
off-chain stablecoins seem to be the most
prevalent. Tether itself was a key component of
exchange liquidity in the bull markets of 2017
(and some would say manipulation of those
markets). After repeated rumors of insufficient
assets to back the amount of Tether in
circulation, rival dollar stablecoins emerged in
2018 including SD Coin, Pax Standard, and
TrueUSD. This has created a brand new
submarket where companies compete on
community trust for the adoption of their
stablecoin. It is reminiscent of banks competing
with their own private notes backed by gold or
silver.
The threat to the consumer then, and the scare
involved with Tether now, has been the
possibility of only a fractional reserve existing,
i.e. insufficient funds to back the notes in
circulation. Rumors aside, 2019 is sure to see the
promulgation of new stablecoins, and while we
have yet to see a team really nail the algorithmic
stablecoin, be on the lookout for this to change in
2019.

An optimal cryptocurrency should have the following four traits: price stability, scalability,
privacy, and decentralization. Additional traits that will assist the wider adoption of any
stablecoin are simplicity along with elegance of concept, easy integration points for partners,
and ability for an exchange to work with. However, stability is key. Short-term stability is
important for transactions and long-term stability is important for holding.
- Sherman Lee, Partner, Zeroth.AI

[The stablecoin market is] starting to look saturated, without much differentiation. While
value is provided, it seems mostly limited to use by existing crypto-accomplished users;
generally to replace or avoid fiat, or for trader positioning. While a stable coin fixes the issue of
volatility, it doesn't help much with adoption, as the currency is still hard to acquire and use for
a normal user—requiring either an account with a supporting exchange, or jumping through
hoops to acquire directly from a stable coin project.
- Joe Roets, CEO, Dragonchain

Stablecoins will continue to gain more of people’s attention over time because so many people
and organizations today still have the need to pay for operations in fiat. However, it is a
common misconception that stablecoins are purely fiat-backed or pegged assets. In reality, any
asset could be pegged to the price movements of any other asset. More robust applications will
develop as people move beyond purely thinking about dollar-pegged tokens.
- Jake Vartanian, Founder, Native
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I personally think that asset-backed stablecoins are going to be huge. I often say that they are
the only viable alternative to bitcoin. Prior to the world leaving the Gold Standard, in a sense
fiat currency was asset-backed currency: everything was backed by gold, or things which could
be reliably converted into gold. Banks would lend money against land, pulling money into
existence when it was needed, backed by their ability to convert the land into gold on-demand.
Of course, these systems weren't stable because of the information problems in the preinternet age: how can you tell the reserves are there, and how do you detect systemic risk
building up in the banking system. These, of course, are problems which the blockchain is well
adapted to dealing with. This means we could see a return to the use of assets to back
currencies, providing the possibility of a global exchange currency which is broadly-speaking
price stable, immune to hyperinflation caused by governments printing money, secure against
irrational faith in sovereign debt, and so on.
I'd like to see a global system along these lines run parallel to fiat currencies: governments do
need to borrow, and citizens should be able to adjust the heat of their economy by varying
interest rates and access to credit. But there's no point in having all trade in the world happen
in currencies with these kinds of risks. Even the International Monetary Fund uses Special
Drawing Rights (SDRs), a basket of currencies, for its record keeping. So I think that a lot of real
businesses would opt for internationally issued stablecoins rather than fiat if it was a widelyavailable and widely-accepted option. The technological capacity is certainly on the way: we
will see how regulators and users treat these initiatives.
- Vinay Gupta, Founder and CEO, Mattereum
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Non Fungible Tokens (NFTs)
Fungibility is defined as the property of a good
or a commodity whose individual units are
essentially interchangeable. Examples of
fungible assets outside of cryptocurrencies are
gold, silver, and dollars. Your 1 ounce of gold will
always equal the value of my 1 ounce of gold. In
similar fashion, protocol tokens—which many
people are now familiar with such as bitcoin or
ether—are also fungible. A bitcoin will always be
worth a bitcoin. The exceptions to this have
been when certain bitcoins have been
threatened to be blacklisted due to association
with the darknet or other illicit activities.
In contrast, a non-fungible token is one with an
attribute or value that makes it noninterchangeable with other similar tokens. This
presents a use case for many industries where
certain earned credentials, certificates of
authenticity, collectible value, or other such
unique properties would be beneficial to track.
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One specific industry where NFTs have an
obvious use case is the gaming industry. Perhaps
the best-known example is “CryptoKitties,”
where players' digital cats are represented by
NFTs and have unique traits based on their
heritage. To the players of the game, this
represents real discernible value, backed by the
security and immutability of the blockchain.
Other games have taken to selling limited
numbers of “skins” or other in-game cosmetic
items that players can purchase from the
developer through a token sale, but then
become resellable collectibles. Players can even
make a return on such items if they grow in value
over time.
Look to see NFTs mentioned more in the coming
year as they are incorporated in existing
projects and new ideas for use cases are put
forward.

The importance of NFTs is related to digital scarcity as an economic lever. We are moving into
a sustainable information economy, the tokenization of rare assets will enable completely new
digital asset markets and, if combined with models like Self Sovereign Identity, can even
reimagine how we identify and incorporate new entities. It's a seachange.
- Ryan Gill, Co-Founder and CEO, Crucible

We make art to store our memories and design who we become. Without the symbols, the
slogans, the music, emotional translations of the tech, there would be no culture. Culture is the
creative expression of thought and product, it is the soul of all movements, and this is why it is
crucial to give attention and resources to the artistic renderings of our evolution. With nonfungible tokenization we can secure and account for proof-of-originality in this process and
advocate for the artists and the collectors value with specifically recorded immutable data.
- Nanu Berks, Crypto Artist

Virtual item trading in the video games industry is a US $50 billion a year business and the
NFT market is poised to begin transferring that market in earnest to the blockchain in 2019.
Expect to see at least half of the DApp market in the coming year to be around games and the
majority of that to be around collectibles and NFT virtual items. It's unlikely to see AAA game
companies entering the space en masse for a few more years until a strong use case is
demonstrated but this gives breathing room for blockchain gaming startups to experiment and
innovate use cases and business models first.
- John Lee, Managing Partner, Blockchain Valley Ventures
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ENTERPRISE ADOPTION, REAL WORLD USE
CASES, AND THE NEXT KILLER APP
A critical component for the
a service that allows you to set
IBM also made another major
success of the blockchain
up and manage a scalable
partnership on the logistics side.
industry is the future of
blockchain network with just a
Maersk, the world’s largest
enterprise adoption and the
few clicks.
shipping company, worked with
growth of real-world
IBM to develop a blockchain
applications. Certainly, we can
Amazon said in an
solution to increase efficiency
look for the next Amazon or
announcement that the product and reliability. The platform is
Google within the wide world of
eliminates the overhead
called TradeLens and as of
blockchain startups, but if the
required to create the network
August 2018 had 92
Amazons and Googles of today
and automatically scales to meet participating companies and
shift an existing business model
the demands of thousands of
organizations. You can read
applications running millions of
more on this here.
to a more efficient
transactions.
one backed by
blockchain, the
Last year, Deloitte
impact could be
Blockchain has highlighted a critical aspect of the conducted a global
significant,
way data is going to work in the coming decades, survey of more than
particularly on
and that is a world where data will be ever
1,000 blockchainmarket sentiment.
increasingly distributed. Any solutions for next- savvy executives
generation data problems must come to grips with from seven countries
this fact, and plan for a day where critical data is and nine industries.
The efficiency of the
distributed among many geographies and even
technology makes
The results indicated
across on-premise and cloud data centers.
adoption a smart move
that 74% of all
for many companies as
respondents report
- Billy Bosworth, CEO, DataStax
soon as they figure out the
possibilities for implementation. It also manages your certificates, that their organizations see a
“compelling business case” for
We are still in the early stages,
lets you easily invite new
the use of blockchain—and many
so market understanding of how members to join the network,
of these companies are moving
far blockchain's vast potential
and tracks operational metrics
forward with the technology.
will take us remains generally
such as usage of computation,
34% say that their company
unknown. However, major
memory, and storage resources.
already has some blockchain
inroads have been made
You can learn more about this
system in production, while
compared to just a few years ago here.
another 41% of respondents say
and Fortune 500 companies on
IBM has been working on its own they expect their organizations
down are now looking seriously
to deploy a blockchain
blockchain solution for several
at how to incorporate the
application within the next 12
technology into their businesses. years. They scored a major win
months. In addition, nearly 40%
when Walmart partnered with
of respondents reported that
them to use IBM’s Food Trust
Amazon recently announced
their organization will invest $5
their Quantum Ledger Database Solution, which promises to cut
million or more in blockchain
the time to trace food to its
and Managed Blockchain
source from seven days down to technology in the coming year.
services. To summarize, the
Amazon Managed Blockchain is
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just two seconds. You can learn
more on that here.

Many startups claim to be Uber + blockchain,
Airbnb + blockchain, or Uber for X or Y. Invoking
the biggest names in the gig economy is a
convenient comparison strategy, but other than
perhaps Bitcoin as a store of value, a true killer app
has yet to debut. We believe that this is going to
change soon, possibly in 2019.
So, what do we think has the potential to be the
next killer app? While it's always hard to predict
such important inventions, one area ripe for
innovation are projects dealing with data
protection, identity, and privacy. Data is now the
most valuable commodity on the planet,
overtaking oil according to The Economist. It's a
commodity which everyone produces, and which
companies do everything in their power to obtain.

Blockchain will enable individuals to share their
data in an explicitly permissioned way and be
compensated for its usage, thereby capturing the
value and benefits of that data. Data protection
has also become increasingly important as
highlighted by the Equifax data breach and other
hacks. The traditional approach to data security is
akin to a walled garden around a honeypot. One
small crack in the wall and all the data is free for
the taking. A change towards decentralizing this
valuable information and limiting the potential
damage of hacks will be a key innovation and
seems inevitable. The company that solves this
problem will be poised for huge growth.
Another optimal area for development would be
apps which pay content producers, or even content
consumers, for their engagement.

The nearly three trillion dollar global gig economy is growing rapidly. Within the
USA, new college graduates are jumping right into careers as freelancers and
contractors. Blockchain's next 'killer app' will enable this cohort to build wealth in
unique ways. Specifically, creating smart contract based applications with
distributed teams opens up new modes of passive wealth building by enabling
revenue sharing to be automated as well as making it trivial to issue tokenized
equity to gig workers. We've seen what BTC did for value, and now we're on the cusp
of the transformation programmable money will have for how people work online.
- David Sneider, Founder, Deco Network

This is especially relevant in the wake of recent
social media purges of those with political leanings
not favored by the Silicon Valley companies
operating the platforms,
and a brewing rebellion among Patreon
subscribers over free speech concerns. These
types of events are causing users to seek
alternatives. A blockchain alternative
for content sharing called Steemit, where content
producers get paid by the community, already
exists, but has yet to go mainstream.
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The network effect required to displace Facebook,
Youtube, and Twitter with a censorship-free
platform will be a massive hurdle, so an app of this
nature may take years to be successful. Creating a
payment platform that avoids censorship is a far
easier feat. Several notable figures of the
“intellectual dark web” are working to start a
Patreon alternative that is likely to incorporate
cryptocurrency and remove middlemen
completely.

Blockchains can be the key to solving many complex obstacles on the path to data sovereignty.
In an age of data breaches, we are suffering from a lack of transparent and consent-based data
collection, and the ability to own and monetize our own digital assets. As blockchain
entrepreneurs, we now have the opportunity to solve so many of the problems created by
traditional, centralized technology solutions.
- Brittany Kaiser at Digital Asset Trade Association

In 2019, we will see the fruition of a lot of slower projects and government-approved projects
that started around 2013. Countries such as UAE will increase their preparation for digitizing
government processes via integration of blockchain for IDs. Hence, Supply Chain Smart
Contracts, and ID services, whether via governments or private sector will gain more
momentum. Safe players such as Hyperledger have already managed to promote smart
contracts and supply chain solutions via blockchain, we will see these projects and agreements
in play more in 2019.
- Naureen Nayyar, Co-Founder, Kaamos

There will be a substantial increase in the blockchain transaction speed, which will inspire the
development of real life, end-user applications aimed for daily use. Transaction speed, cost,
and scale have all been major hurdles in both enterprise and general mass scale adoption of
this technology. The tech community has been working on several platforms, including Hedera
Hashgraph, EOS, and others to solve these issues. We expect the capabilities of these
platforms to be extremely helpful for building real-world applications in 2019.
- Sushil Prabhu, CEO, OpenCrowd
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[Real-world applications are] Supply chain, Privacy, Ticketing, Licensing / DRM / Media, Risk
Management. Also the entrance of banks and financial institutions into the space. What does
their money flowing into this space portend for the industry? Are they only participating because
they think they can control the market? There are some negative effects that I've noticed, such
as treatment of all systems and tokens as fintech or securities simply because that's what they
understand. There are positive effects to valuation and attention given to the industry.
- Joe Roets, CEO at Dragonchain

Blockchain is the next phase of the internet. All the hard problems the internet hasn't been able
to really get into the guts of to work its magic—B2B trade, international finance, government
bureaucracies—all these might be transformed by the blockchain. Equally well, they might turn
out to need something we haven't seen yet. It's always the question: we have some new keys, we
go round and check all the locks and see what revolutions we can unlock with this new
technology. I'm very optimistic about a wholesale machine-to-machine economy
transformation in B2B e-commerce: systems which have the same kind of reliability as the
Apple or FedEx supply chains, but with the profusion of goods found on Amazon or Alibaba,
with nearly all the paperwork handled by machines. Is this so impractical? Well, it's basically
what the internet did for information transfer—it flows across national borders in milliseconds
as if by magic. There are a finite number of barriers to trade working this well: customs clearing,
bills of lading, supply chain financing requirements, interoperability of logistics computer
systems, affordable international dispute resolution, and surety of title. Mattereum is working
on some of these, many other people are working on other parts.
Eventually, it all comes together, and you get a new world: end-to-end global trade with
minimum bureaucratic or technical impediment. That's a game changer for a number of
reasons. The one I'm most excited about is the reduction in what they call "trade gravity"—the
tendency for people to trade with their nearest-neighbour countries, rather than the people it's
most economically efficient for them to trade with. Trade gravity is an enormous boat anchor on
the developing economies, it makes it very hard for them to modernize: even when they are
great at something, it's hard to sell internationally. Rationalizing these systems cannot come
soon enough.
- Vinay Gupta, Founder and CEO, Mattereum
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DISTRIBUTED
LEDGER TECHNOLOGIES
Amazon and IBM are examples that highlight a
growing question within the industry of whether
private or public blockchains will dominate.
Alternatives exist to the major private layers for
almost (if not all) the services they offer and
more. Those applications are built on public
blockchains like Ethereum or EOS.

before the next generation of protocols
supplants it as dominant public blockchain for
development.
Among the potential successors to Ethereum is
EOS. EOS has proven to be a viable high-speed
alternative to Ethereum with many additional
programmable features.

The advantages of these public platforms are
numerous, but there are tradeoffs too. Many of
the necessary UX/UI features, including basic
wallet services, come from a decentralized
network of third-party developers. Conceivably,
firms looking for an easy onboard would rather
work with an Amazon or IBM sales
representative than wade into the uncertain
worlds of Ethereum, EOS, etc. Others would
rather take the extra effort to use a public
blockchain rather than place their faith in a
single provider that charges monthly and holds
the keys to their business’s future.
To their merit, the quality of public blockchains
greatly increased in 2018. One major advance
has been the transaction volume that networks
can handle. Newer blockchains are able to
handle 250+ times the transactions-per-second
of older blockchains. The incumbent Ethereum,
which is far faster than Bitcoin, is still limited to
15 transaction-per-second which creates
inevitable bottlenecks (re: the infamous
“CryptoKitties” example from 2017). Efforts are
underway to modernize Ethereum from a Proofof-Stake model as planned in the 2019
Constantinople upgrades. Competitors are
already there though, and it may not be long
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The software was developed by Block.one and
released in July 2018, but the company was
determined to stay out of directly aiding the
launch. Instead, communities from all over the
world came together and built servers, or
“nodes”, to host the blockchain. For those who
were watching closely, the debut was somewhat
precarious, yet also a testament to the power of
a devoted decentralized network. There are
concerns over block producer collaboration and
the large voting power held by exchanges, such
as Bitfinex, but the foundations appear strong.

Stellar is another strong contender, for being, at
least. the dominant financial blockchain. Headed
by the non-profit organization called the Stellar
Development Foundation, the organization has
shepherded its protocol to rank 7 on
CoinMarketCap at the time of this publishing.
They have an impressive list of partners
including IBM, Deloitte, and Stripe, and the
feedback given to our team from clients working
with them has been positive.

10 years ago, Bitcoin rose from the
chaos plaguing our legacy financial
system to bring the world manipulationproof digital cash, inspiring the internet
generation to build on its unique success.
And while blockchains have launched us
into a brave new world of programmable
money and popular participation in the
creation of new economies, other
technologies like Hashgraph and
Holochain are getting ready to radically
outperform them on virtually all metrics:
speed, security, cost, ease of use, you
name it. They achieve this by
sidestepping dogmas now central to
“blockchain” and combining powerful
existing technologies with radical
innovation.
- Moritz Bierling, Partner Development at
Holo and Dir. of Research at Quadrivia
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Still, newer blockchains like the recently
launched Dispatch protocol (disclosure: we are
investors and advisors) are coming with
additional features beyond just speed. In this
case, they are developing a peer-to-peer data
storage and transfer system. Dispatch dubs itself
a cheaper, scalable alternative that is
“enterprise-ready”. These are key selling points if
they are to compete with the big private options.
While there are many more contenders vying to
be the dominant blockchain protocol, we believe
it is crucial to mention the possibility of
non-“blockchain” solutions, as well. Everyone
talks about blockchain as a monolithic idea, but
the word itself is technically more specific than
how the concept is generally used (usually
referring to any Distributed Ledger Technology).
At its core, a blockchain is a means of reaching
distributed consensus. Blockchains can actually
be an incredibly clunky, expensive, or timeconsuming means of achieving this end, and
there are a host of protocols being developed
that sidestep a blockchain altogether.
This subset of the DLT industry is in an even
earlier stage, but innovation is happening faster
than adoption in many cases. These new
protocols could replace blockchains as the most
usable DLT. Some projects that we are tracking
include Holochain, Cardano, Radix, and Nano
(formerly RailBlocks).

We need to distinguish between blockchain types. Private blockchains have seen a lot of
activity with consortia in commodity markets. I’ve seen friends in that sector already
implementing large initiatives, mainly to cut unnecessary fees and improve settlement speed.
Others will do it in 2019. Some of them are leading players in their respective markets, which
will bring a wave of positive news to the whole space. For what concerns public blockchains,
I’m looking forward to seeing the progress of projects like Dfinity and their first apps up and
running, which will tackle simple use cases.
- Alessandra Sollberger, Founder, Evermore Health

In terms of technical innovation, this past year flocked away from highly-funded corporate
innovation and took shelter in the world of academia. The over-promising in whitepapers and
under-delivering by business has pushed developers and investors alike towards projects that
are based in either existing academic research or existing open-source code bases.
– Zane Witherspoon, CTO and Founder, The Bureau and Dispatch Protocol

As for whether scalable DPOS systems will be too centralized, it's too soon to tell. Informal
power structures continue to dominate technical decision-making in nearly all blockchain
systems, and those kinds of systems are very hard to audit. Who's in "the community"? Who
are "stakeholders"? A lot of power is invested in those bodies, but they aren't explicitly defined.
That worries me sometimes.
- Vinay Gupta, Founder and CEO, Mattereum
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HOW WILL
REGULATORY BODIES
IMPACT THE INDUSTRY?
Tell us if this sounds familiar: “New SEC
regulations are finally coming out which will lead
to greater stability of cryptocurrency markets
and an influx of institutional capital.” But is this
really true? One of our Founders (and former
SEC Lawyer), Ted Moskovitz, takes a contrarian
view. He believes that this narrative isn't totally
correct, and that the majority of token offerings
over the past year were perfectly fine to be
analyzed under the nearly 70-year-old Howey
test. During 2017's ICO craze, we accurately
classified the pseudo-utility tokens (securities
masquerading as utility tokens, which are not
subject to the SEC's registration requirements)
for what they really were: securities. We are also
proud that of nearly 20 clients that we have
worked over the past year, we have not been
made aware of regulatory enforcement actions
against any. The space is maturing and so are we,
as advisors and predictors, even in turbulent and
uncertain markets.

New guidelines from the SEC and
other regulatory bodies will assist the
growth and adoption of both
blockchain and crypto asset trading. The
SEC has become increasingly more
vocal across the community on
expressing their point of view. Multiple
companies continue to lobby the SEC
for a bitcoin exchange-traded fund (ETF)
with serious backing from industry
powerhouses like the New York Stock
Exchange.
- Sushil Prabhu, CEO, OpenCrowd
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That said, there are some niche cases where
legitimate questions exist around whether a
project is an investment contract under Howey.
The SEC and other regulatory bodies are
increasingly becoming more vocal about their
positions on these fringe issues. Many see the
application of existing Securities law to the
token market as akin to fitting a square peg into
a round hole. We believe this to be especially
true for projects with the most widelydistributed governance systems and no
centralized leadership. So, while many recent
token offerings of the past year weren't as
nebulous as many in the media would have you
believe, there is no doubt that the new
guidelines should mitigate the perception of
uncertainty. We anticipate this will lead to
positive market effects.
As regulatory bodies endeavor to contend with
such disruptive financial innovations, we believe
the onus of self-governance falls upon our
industry.

Externally imposed rules notwithstanding, we
also asked our audience to share their positions
on the need for what they see as necessary selfimposed ethical guidelines for companies
operating in the space. (Please see the section,
“Do We Need Self-Imposed Industry Ethics
Standards”).

The current direction in the US is unfortunate for innovation in fundraising/venture capital. In
the days of the early Internet, the US had a Laissez-faire attitude toward the technology that
led to great success. In the late 90's and early 2000's, the US placed heavy export limitations
on cryptographic algorithms, leading many experts to leave the country, and to a major loss in
opportunity for US technology companies. In 1996, this was relaxed mostly due to perceived
US business losses. In my opinion, the US is now missing the boat, failing to generate
reasonable and common sense regulations for the industry, leading many companies to form in
Asia and Europe, at a significant loss to US businesses and negatively affecting potentially
valuable adoption in US companies.
- Joe Roets, CEO, Dragonchain

In December 2018, there was an announcement that Congress is working on a bill that would
exclude certain digital currencies from being considered a security under the outdated Howey
Test (which in my opinion is a classic square peg in round hole application to digital
currencies). The “Token Taxonomy Act” defines a “digital token” and clarifies that securities
laws would not apply to cryptocurrencies once they become a fully-functioning network. This
bill (if passed) would amend the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of
1934 to exclude digital tokens from the definition of a security.
Notably, this bill does not exclude companies from registering with the SEC if the offering
appears to be a securities offering, but clarifies that a digital token (as defined in the bill), with
a transaction history, capable of being traded, and which does not represent a financial
interest in a company would be excluded from the referenced securities laws.
Therefore, if the Token Taxonomy Act passes, there will be less of a guessing game for
companies working with counsel and looking to raise capital with digital currency. Companies
will be able to either create a “digital token” or a security token subject to SEC laws and not
have to worry about the black cloud of a possible enforcement action.
- Adam Kemper, Esq of Greenspoon Marder LLP

For the most part, tokens were always security tokens: if a financial instrument is being
purchased with the expectation that it will go up in price, odds are that, in the US it is going to
be regulated as a security. The technical details are for the lawyers. So the recognition that
most tokens are security tokens, and most new tokens will certainly be security tokens just
seems like the field is maturing and integrating into the real world. A lot of people hang on to
the cypherpunk dream of anonymous investors in pirate financial instruments. I'm sure that's
still happening somewhere, but good luck avoiding scams in such an anarchist environment.
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- Vinay Gupta, Founder and CEO, Mattereum

DO WE NEED SELFIMPOSED INDUSTRY
ETHICS STANDARDS?
Lions and tigers and bearwhales, oh my! Our
team members have each been working in the
space since 2013, making us CryptoOGs ;).
Throughout our time in the ecosystem, we've
witnessed a great many scammers and bad
actors (along with sincere trailblazers and
altruists, too). For outsiders, the story of
cryptocurrency has been clouded by the disaster
of Mt. Gox, the illicitness of The Silk Road, as well
as facilitating money-laundering resources for
terrorists and international cartels. Those of us
at the forefront of this industry, however, grasp
that we are watching a story of creation,
adoption, and the development of wholly new
markets. Now is the time when adequate,
valuable blockchain-based applications and
ethical business practices become so important.
Leaders in this space are now arbiters of
principle, and we are watching this valuable
development happen in real-time. While there
are a number of industry ethics groups emerging,
we have yet to see one gain major prominence.
As blockchain technology is extremely fast
moving the best way to set standards is to have
self-regulation standards. Andreas
Antonopoulos made the case in 2014 to the
Canadian Senate to allow for more selfregulation to occur rather than having the
Canadian regulatory bodies come down with
bank regulations on cryptocurrencies. He argued
that the industry can build tools, such as
multisignature wallets, to handle the problems
better. Fast forward to 2019 and tools such as
Coral Protocol are helping to eliminate problems
such as phishing attacks and money laundering
that have been rampant in the past without
government intervention. Another source of
active self-regulation came in 2018 as Japanese
regulators, rather than attempting to keep pace
with the industry, ceded regulatory rule-making
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over cryptocurrency exchanges to a voluntary
industry standards group called the Japan
Virtual Currency Exchange Association (JVCEA).
There are now multiple groups in the United
States lobbying for a similar self-regulatory
organization (SRO), like Financial Industry
Regulatory Authority (FINRA) is to the brokerdealer industry.
We view this trend towards self-regulation and
ethics enforcement as both positive and
necessary. We will do what we can to move the
cause forward and encourage everyone to do the
same.

Blockchain applications hold the
promise of placing power back in the
hands of people, instead of
centralized giants. The World Wide
Web evolved from clunky command
line terminals used only by a handful
of tech-savvy people to friendly
browsers that run on any device and
are used ubiquitously, and it changed
almost every aspect of our lives. This
revolution was made possible thanks
to volunteers who formed groups
(W3C, IETF) to develop and promote
standards, as well as engage in
education and outreach, build
software and serve as an open forum
for discussion. We must form similar
standards groups so we can unleash
the true potential of decentralized
applications with mainstream
adoption.
-Tom Teman, Co-Founder and CEO,
Portis

On the technical side, there are some much needed ethical standards. Specifically, we need to
insist on the adoption of at least minimal security standards and in-house policies regarding
hacking, phishing, and other threats. Companies should have an in-house or third-party
security staff on retainer prior to launching a token. So often we see a company only reach out
to security professionals after being attacked. If one doesn't already have an engagement in
place, the paperwork required to even have someone look at the issue is incredibly timeconsuming, decreasing the likelihood of a timely resolution. We also need to adopt ethical
standards covering penetration testing every time code changes and properly sealing smart
contracts post-audit.
- Hartej Sawney, Co-Founder, Hosho

The crypto space badly needs an industry group to set and voluntarily enforce ethical
standards amongst its participants. This would reduce the number of low-quality projects and
scams out there, and incentivize good projects to do better. I look forward to joining a group
like this and only investing in assets that meet the criteria.
- Zach Resnick, Managing Partner, Ezra New Economy Fund, LP

Self-regulation is a fundamental aspect of decentralized finance. The whole point is to not
have centralized authorities with ulterior motives making decisions regarding what one can do
with their money. Naturally, this creates more risk—but if one approaches the space with
caution and does not have a victim mentality, then everything is fine.
- Jake Vartanian, Founder, Native

Blockchain sits at the center of automation, the Internet of Things, and Artificial Intelligence,
so we need to decide on a set of values to program the future with. Who and what do we
incentivize and how? Blockchain for Good along with the collaborative Blockchain Code of
Ethics is working on this. To me, these are the only questions. Everything else should sprout
from the seedlings of intentional programming (a form of new age policymaking).
- Chelsea Rustrum, Founder, Blox 7 and Blockchain for Good
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INFLOW OF INSTITUTIONAL CAPITAL
So far, we have yet to see a real influx of institutional capital into the space. There are many reasons
for this, including the deflation of the speculative bubble, challenges with on-ramps and off-ramps,
and custodial issues. A lot of these matters have been or are in the process of being solved (for
example, large firms such as Fidelity ramping up to enter into the ring), and the debate has risen once
again, asking whether 2019 is the year that institutional money will change everything. Our take:
100% yes. We will see an influx of institutional capital, but that that inflow won't have the market
impact (new all-time highs of major coins) that most speculators, traders and investors expect.
Many moons ago, bitcoin was the gateway to all blockchain projects. Now that on-ramp issues are
mostly settled, companies don't need to buy bitcoin/ether to participate in blockchain. Instead, the
capital can be deployed in other ways more akin to traditional venture investing, or in-house projects,
which have only a marginal impact on market prices. In other words, you can often just invest in the
startup with cash rather than buy their token via bitcoin/ether.
For large volume cryptocurrency trades, several companies have founded Over The Counter (OTC)
Trading Desks (Kraken and Bitfinex included). This provides the ability to make larger trades directly
with a counter-party and avoid having to go through public order books. Such on-ramps will be crucial
for institutional money to come on board, but also help mitigate large market price swings.
If we assume the money is coming, the next question is where is it going to go?
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TOP PLAYERS TO DATE

(Research provided by Elizabeth Hunker, Entrepreneur-in-Residence, Aptiviti)

TOP PLAYERS:
INVESTORS
2018/2019

132

TOP INVESTORS BY DEAL #

67

Digital Currency Group, 132 Deals,
NYC

66

Pantera Capital, 67 Deals, Silicon
Valley

65

Plug and Play Technology Center,
66 Deals, Silicon Valley

60

Boost VC, 65 Deals, Silicon Valley
Blockchain Capital, 60 Deals, Silicon
Valley

51

500 Startups, 51 Deals, Silicon Valley

$312M

$339M

TOP PLAYERS:
PUBLIC
COMPANIES
2018/2019
TOP PUBLIC COMPANIES

$211M

Aladdin Blockchain
Technologies, London
The Crypto Company, Malibu

Riot Blockchain, Colorado

$19 $12 $4
$1 $.17 $2

Stock Price
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Market Cap

$49M

$45M

$23M

Globalive Technology, Toronto

$23M

SmartDisplayer Technologies,
Taiwan

$26M

$135M

Blockchain Industries, San Juan

Enterprise Value
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Kraken,
Silicon Valley

Coinify,
Copenhagen

Digital
Asset, NYC

Epazz,
Chicago

360
Blockchain,
Vancouver

Coinbase,
Silicon
Valley

TOP PLAYERS: PUBLIC COMPANIES
$1.5Bn Post
Valuation, PE
Growth
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SERIES E

tZERO
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BITMAIN
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COINBASE
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$8Bn Post
Valuation,
SERIES E

BITHUMB
HEDERA
HASHGRAPH
TEXAS

$6Bn Post
Valuation,
SEED

SEOUL
$921M Post
Valuation,
SEED

$45Bn Post
Valuation, IPO

The leading verticals towards which investment in Distributed Ledger Technology is being
funneled includes a top-five leaderboard of cryptocurrencies and core blockchain technology,
media/telecommunications, big data, manufacturing, and—unsurprisingly—financial
technologies. This set covers an estimated aggregation of $130Bn, across ~8.5K individual
deals. The most significant traction for blockchain investments have, to date, included
Hardware, Financial Software & Services, and SaaS industries—together representing about
$60 billion in investments-made, citing 3,368 individual investors. Just 2 weeks into 2019, 3
blockchain investments have already closed, with a near-total of $35 million staked from
venture capital into M&A strategic plays.
- Elizabeth Hunker, Entrepreneur-in-Residence, Aptiviti (citing PitchBook)

2019 will be a year of institutional capital flowing into Bitcoin as well as its derivatives and
ETFs, which are expected to arrive this year. While many believe trillions are sitting on the
sidelines, most are waiting for regulatory certainty and protections. Still, some institutions
have just begun some investing. Just this fall, the first large universities invested in activelymanaged crypto funds, including Yale, Harvard, Stanford, Dartmouth, MIT, and the University
of North Carolina. Upcoming developments, such as the launch of Bakkt, a new, high-profile
exchange created by the people behind the New York Stock Exchange, and a possible approval
for the VanEck ETF proposal by the SEC are going to be likely precursors to such a move,
spurring further growth.
- Joe DiPasquale, CEO, BitBull Capital

This is the first time crypto has existed in a downturn economy. Money will come from IRAs
and 401K owners seeking a way to preserve the value of their savings while the value in the
traditional markets slides downward. Capital will flow from these accounts to crypto solutions
within these IRA structures, preserving value while maintaining their tax advantages.
- Morgan Steckler, CEO, iTrustCapital
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Swiss banks have been researching blockchain and crypto solutions for years, and many major
“crypto winners” have had founders who come from forex trading software and hedge fund
sector. I think the public money flow into this space will mean people who don’t understand
technology thinking that all “blockchain solutions” are decentralized, which as 2018’s
Initiative Q, pointed out requires people do far more due diligence on how these
projects/products align morally, philosophically, and/or ethically to one's own compass around
tech for good. Industry ethics in blockchain is no different from ethics of all tech. We need
more understanding by everyday citizens that they have in their pockets a device that is their
best friend and enemy at times. The Cambridge Analytica whistleblowing pointed out that the
founders after leaving their agency planned to create blockchain solutions.
At this moment, all of us who are still early within an industry such as blockchain, that is surely
to expand, have at some capacity the power and viewpoint, to see the overarching goals of
others. It is imperative to be aware that technical due diligence is important to make sure
scams, and money laundering projects do not manage to take over the industry. However, all
that being said, the beauty of blockchain is the immense education it can allow everyday
citizens of this planet to finally gain around the logistics of their food, waste, and financial
services, that perhaps was before almost a total unknown to most. Bitcoin untapped a
financial education curiosity amongst global learners seeking alternatives to our current
system, and now some of those individuals might become major financial and political
influencers beyond 2019; the potential of that reality is perhaps what people in circles like
WEF, and world bank, are most likely struggling to figure out of its good or bad.
- Naureen Nayyar, Co-Founder, Kaamos

Banks are participating because if they don't, and it works, they look like fools. No bonus for
you! It's our two old friends, fear and greed. They don't have vision. Nobody who has vision has
any real freedom in the banks. Even the best people are too tied by the bureaucracy to be able
to innovate. But watch Revolut—they're getting increasingly bank like, but with dotcom DNA
and (limited) crypto services. I think a lot could be done there.

- Vinay Gupta, Founder and CEO, Mattereum
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GOVERNANCE
Public blockchains exist as
decentralized networks, which
require novel forms of
distributed governance to
maintain their networks. Part of
this maintenance requires that
market participants have a
process through which they can
make decisions, and even decide
what decisions are appropriate
to be made. Like in our various
national political systems,
governance is highly political as
different parties and
stakeholders desire different
outcomes, and want to structure
the system to incentivize
behaviors which benefit
themselves.
Governance is no small matter
though and is one of the most
hotly debated topics in the
industry. This makes sense given
the complexity of governance
models, and the myriad of
philosophical underpinnings
used to create them.

Government models of
authority and power
typically take decades, if not
centuries to form and often
grow parallel to cultural
changes.
- Brian Curran, Author at
Drive Insider
The rise of blockchain affords us
the opportunity to create new
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governance structures
disconnected from government,
and the ability to rapidly release
and iterate upon these new
models.
A main theme with the
introduction of blockchains to
governance is the ability to open
source the frameworks and
allow collaboration from around
the globe. Traditional
governance application such as
dispute resolution, or identity
verification can now be done by
private organizations with high
quality regardless of your
current physical geographic
location. Take Kleros for
example which allows crowd
based dispute resolution on
matters ranging from social
media to e-commerce. The
traditional legal jurisdictions of
one's home, especially in the
developing world, would not
necessarily be able to take on
enforcement or resolution in
such cases.
Another governance example is
that of token companies like
Mattereum which make smart
contracts on the global ledger
legally enforceable in countries
all over the world. This is done by
allowing Mattereum registrars
to take legal title over property
to establish on-chain smart
contracts that can govern the full
or partial buying or selling of any
item on a blockchain. This type of

innovation sets the stage for
many with access to the internet
and wallets to have reliable,
digitally enforceable contracts
regardless of their physical
jurisdiction.
One popular governance idea
that is rising to prominence is the
DAO, or Distributed
Autonomous Organization.
DAOs allow people from any
jurisdiction to contribute to
projects without the friction of
legal jurisdictional issues and
oversight getting in the way of
collaboration. The easy-to-use
governance tools to create your
own DAO are being developed
by several organizations, notably
DAOstack and Aragon
Aragon. When
finished, these will act as a
“WordPress for DAOs.” Another
company, Native,
Native is releasing a
tool for deploying digital
communities at scale including
governance, token models, and
flexible incentive structures
(disclosure: we have advised
and/or invested in DAOstack
and Native). In short, these
governance structures allow
people who don't know or trust
each other and who are
separated by thousands of miles
to create their own communities
with their own rules, and to work
together toward a common
objective. These are
groundbreaking innovations.

Our friend Vinay Gupta gave us some great thoughts on this subject as well:

So for this we need a little philosophy. There are basically two ways that property
can be created in the world: government fiat, and crypto. Now, we're used to the idea of
fiat currencies, but actually, nearly all property is fiat property. If you could, in theory, call
the police and get them to do something if it is stolen, it's fiat property. Some
categories of property—and here I mean companies, shares, copyrights, and patents—
exist entirely as changes to the government's own rule sets. A copyright is a limited
monopoly which the government grants somebody to make other people pay if they
are so bold as to replicate a bit string! Odd when you think about it that way.
Crypto, on the other hand, just means math. If I know Fact X, I can perform Algorithm Y
in an instant. If I don't know Fact X, I can't perform Algorithm Y in less than 5 million
years. That makes Fact X equivalent to the ability to perform Algorithm Y, and that turns
into digital signatures and two key cryptography and that turns into HTTPS and ecommerce and eventually into Bitcoin and Ethereum and all the rest. Knowing Fact X is
a bit like having the secret location of the gold mine: as long as your secret stays secret,
the day is yours. These two different ways of creating property are right now in a liminal
condition, all mixed up and overlapping and flowing over each other and into each
other, creating a fine old mess. On one side, it's "can Bitcoin be regulated?" On the other
side, it's "how do I use the blockchain to do land titles?" The flow between these two
ways of seeing property is changing how everything works on both sides, and this
interpenetration is only going to continue.
In a very real sense these are two different generations of governance: governance by
social convention, vs. governance by intractable mathematics. But here we hit a real
issue. Some people think the world is governed by this math, and others think it is
governed by governments. Some think government will migrate to these crypto
platforms, others that crypto platforms will permit asset governance without
government. The thing that I want to point out here is the "gnarl" (Rudy Rucker's word
for inherent complexity.) These are gnarly times; we probably haven't seen a
philosophical clash triggered by technological progress on this scale since the printing
press (and that triggered 300 years of war in Europe.)
So now we have to navigate this gnarl. Mattereum is at the extremely integrationist end
of this spectrum: master the State incantations required to get fiat property to move in
response to cryptographic events. "Update this smart contract to buy a house!" is our
version of the future. I think the hardcore anonymous world, the ZKSNARKS and ZCASH
folks are taking off in another direction. The people working on mainstreaming
cryptocurrencies in small jurisdictions are taking off in a third. The governments looking
at blockchains for land registries move in a different direction again, and so on. We are
in an evolutionary bloom process, and whatever works is going to grow a thousand
times. We live in the most interesting of interesting times!
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DAOs are in their nascency and will evolve—and by evolve, I mean in the Darwinian sense. We
have to think of DAOs as systems within wider ecosystems—including existing ones. That
means DAO designers will have to operate with a view to multi-level stakeholder analysis…
That is, who benefits at every level of description and how? Governance is hard. We intrepid
DAO explorers are all participants in a series of experiments in governance. Those systems
that survive will lead us to into the decentralization era. But before that, there will be failures—
some local and fixable, others catastrophic. It’s the nature of things. But at least unlike
territorial governments—with guns and jails—DAOs fail without violence. One path we are
developing at Social Evolution is DAOs used for mutual benefit and social insurance. We call
these DISCs (Distributed Income Support Cooperatives). But we can’t just “build it, they will
come.”
We will have to engage in better marketing, community building, and on-boarding. People
should feel like they’re a part of something bigger than themselves right from the start. So, we
have to sell them on the idea of contributing to the health of the whole community—and that’s
not always easy in the era of “like” and “swipe left.” The rewards for engagement are easy to
under-appreciate until people actually engage. So we think launching DISCs will be about
offering a commitment to community, mission, and values, not just tech.
- Max Borders, Founder, Social Evolution

One of the fundamental distinctions of blockchain governance from traditional governments is
that land-based borders become irrelevant. People from anywhere in the world can come
together and form and abide by their own set of rules that are not dependent on many
externalities. This opens the door to an almost unlimited amount of new possibilities for
collaboration, which were previously stifled by what are now archaic power structures.
- Jake Vartanian, Founder, Native
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THANK YOU
We at DecentraNet hope you enjoyed this market report on the various
trends going on within the blockchain world.
We'd like to thank all of our contributors for their time and insight. It was a
pleasure hearing from all of you and we look forward to working together on
future projects.
We are advisors that work with blockchain companies and other
transformational technology projects. Here is our Deck. If your company
could benefit from our advisory and consultancy services, say hello
at hello@decentranet.com.
Want to be featured in our next report? We would love to hear from you at
hello@decentranet.com.
You can also reach out to inquire about any of our current clients or portfolio
companies at hello@decentranet.com.
Thanks again,
Matt, Ted, Jamie, and Tiffany
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GOOD
MONEY

THE FUTURE
OF MONEY IS
GOOD

Good Money is a conscious banking platform providing bestin-class mobile services, while democratizing ownership to its
customers for the first time in history. Just like Netflix shifted
the media market and Amazon reshaped retail, they are going
to radically shift the banking industry while enabling
millennials to contribute to impact-oriented philanthropy.

HIGHLIGHTS

Community-owned bank with a resonant millennial
brand
Disruptive no-fee banking wallet
50% of profits invested in impact projects
Seamless fiat-to-crypto transactions
2% savings yield and integrated investment options
Scalable on-ramp for global cryptocurrency adoption
Led by world-class co-founders who have each built
billion-dollar companies
Good Money has the support of top crypto funds and
individuals such as Blocktower, Multicoin, DNA, Scott
Walker, David Siemer, Reeve Collins (Tether Cofounder before it was sold), Gil Penchina, Ken Howery
(PayPal Co-founder), Mitch Kapor (Lotus founder),
Peter Diamandis (X Prize founder), Justin Rosenstein
(Co-founder Asana), and many others

ABOUT THE CEO

GUNNAR LOVELACE
4x entrepreneur and founder of Thrive Market
($18MM raised, 8 million+ users, and 600+ employees
in 3 yrs)
Proven track record building D2D applications and
brands at scale
Co-Founder of Alliance for Good
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INDUSTRY

COMMUNITY UNBANK

MATERIALS

DECK

LEARN MORE
goodmoney.com
@JoinGoodMoney

SNIPS.AI
THE
DECENTRALIZED
ALEXA

HIGHLIGHTS

Our mission is to make technology seamless by putting
an AI in every device.

A private-by-design, open-source, decentralized voice
assistant (aka an Alexa that won't spy on you)
Fully decentralized: AI processes localized to the device
without any data being sent to the cloud
Training achieved on the blockchain using federated
learning
The App Store runs as a token-curated registry
Founded by three PHDs in 2013 as a research lab in AI
The team has been selling its technology as a white label
voice assistant for device manufacturers, in partnership
with chip makers such as NXP
Is now the leading voice startup in Europe
€22MM in VC funding, 60+ person team, and over
14,000 developers on platform

ABOUT THE CEO

INDUSTRY
AI ASSISTANT

MATERIALS

PITCH DECK

LEARN MORE
snips.ai
@snips
@snipscompany

DR. RAND HINDI
An entrepreneur, bioinformatician, and algorithm architect
Founded Plant Ulta at 14 (social network)
Founded Hinran at 15 (web agency)
A member of the French Digital Council where he leads the "AI and Jobs" taskforce
Elected as a TR35 by the MIT Technology Review
MIT 35 under 35 and Forbes 30 under 30
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IMPACTPPA

PAY-AS-YOU-GO
RENEWABLE
ENERGY SYSTEM

"ImpactPPA created "Smart Energy," a blockchain based mobile
application transforming how people of emerging markets pay
for and consume clean renewable energy. We are turning on the
lights in homes and businesses, dramatically improving the
quality of life for people all over the world." - Dan Bates, CEO

HIGHLIGHTS

A blockchain-based decentralized energy platform
transforming the global energy finance industry by
allowing consumers of energy to "Pre-Pay" for
electricity from a mobile device
Uses the power of the blockchain to bring together
capital and consumers in a way that is direct,
responsive, and expedient
Selected as 1 of the top 3, "Most promising ICO’s" at the
North American Bitcoin Conference Miami, 2018
Listing Agreement from OpenFinance, the first Security
Token exchange licensed in the U.S.
ImpactPPA latest projects:
With pilots for Guyana and their utility company, GPL,
they will provide 3.5 MW's for the University of
Suriname starting January
Harit Khadi, a $145MM project in partnership with the
Minister of Small and Medium Enterprises in India, aims
to restart the Indian textile industry and lift 50 million
women out of poverty

ABOUT THE CEO

DAN BATES
President, CEO, and Founder of WindStream
Technologies, a recognized leader in hybrid renewable
energy systems
First technology venture, Extreme Audio Reality (EAR)
was the first provider of multi- channel, interactive
audio, designed for the PC, and set-top box gaming
arena. Successful hardware and software entrepreneur
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INDUSTRY

ENERGY

MATERIALS

INVESTOR DECK
WHITEPAPER

LEARN MORE
impactppa.com
@ImpactPPA
@impactppa

SECURRENCY
THE STANDARD
FOR THE FUTURE
OF FINANCE

HIGHLIGHTS

"Digitization of assets is inevitable. Securrency is the pioneer of
fully-compliant end-to end solutions for capital formation and
the secondary market trading of digital securities and other
assets. Our integrated compliance technology reduces the cost
of market access, giving a clear edge to our innovative partners
in the financial services industry, from Wall Street to Main
Street and out to the very edges of the global capital markets."
- Dan Doney, Founder & CEO

A full lifecycle security token solution
Primary market enrollment and issuance services
Global reach - Identity proofing in 160 countries,
Securities-level KYC in 50+ countries
Compliance Aware TokenTM distribution control
Regulatory compliant secondary market, trading on and
off chain
Ledger-agnostic token services
Interoperable payment and exchange gateways
Custodial and escrow services
Token maintenance that includes amendable regulatory
and transactional rules enforcement while tokens are in
circulation
Issuer services
Automated regulatory reporting and revenue reporting
Permits capital to be raised and value transferred
efficiently, securely, and in a regulatory-compliant
manner through the lifecycle of a token

ABOUT THE CEO

INDUSTRY

REGTECH/FINTECH

MATERIALS

TWO PAGER

LEARN MORE
securrency.com
@securrency
@Securrency

DAN DONEY
Former Chief Innovation Officer at the Defense Intelligence Agency
20+ years of experience in emerging technology development, finance across government,
and private sectors
A software developer and innovator in artificial intelligence and cybersecurity
Experience in process automation, dynamic asset pricing, and enterprise architecture
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BUILDCOIN
FOUNDATION
"The BuildCoin Foundation is a non-profit blockchain ecosystem for
public infrastructure and construction projects. We believe every
human being deserves access to affordable and reliable infrastructure
to reach their highest potential and to live their best life."
- John C. Cronin III, President & CEO

ECOSYSTEM
FOR PUBLIC
INFRASTRUCTURE
AND
CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS

HIGHLIGHTS

A platform that raises early stage capital for
infrastructure projects by exchanging crowdfund
capital into a liquid token and tracks project
performance
Opens new avenues of funding from interested
investors and citizens
Provides transparency and immutability into project
execution and money flow so investors can keep an eye
on their projects in real time
Receives project origination and consulting fees for
each transaction in a combination of fiat and project
tokens
Through fees generated by the ecosystem, they will
kick-start strategic and innovative projects that align
with their mission and values by helping fund predevelopment work and feasibility studies
Partnering with the PetaWatt Project to leverage
BuildCoin's security token and deliver an innovative
financial option for its power plants and facilities
located at the University of West Indies in Jamaica

ABOUT THE CEO

INDUSTRY

PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE

MATERIALS

PITCH DECK

LEARN MORE
buildcoinfoundation.org
@BuildCoinFound
@BuildCoinFoundation

JOHN C. CRONIN III
Serial entrepreneur with over 24 years of entrepreneurial experience in growing and
managing high technology products and services organizations in a global market Started and
lead organizations at the precipice of market-changing technologies
His leadership shaped OpCenter into a market leading position in bringing blockchain and
cryptocurrency solutions in the construction and infrastructure markets
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NATIVE
UNLOCK THE
POWER OF
COMMUNITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

“Native enables communities to realize the value they
inherently hold by turning communities into a tokenized
asset class instead of a bunch of likes on social media.”
- Jake Vartanian, Founder/ CEO

Alpha is live on Ethereum Mainnet
Creating a new economic model for valuing
communities as an asset class
Provides transparent liquidity and convertibility
mechanism for all community tokens on the platform
Deploys community tokens that act as a medium of
exchange and instant distributed ownership of
organizations
Turns communities into products through unique
membership structures and community benefits
programs
Custom tokenomics structures for different community
verticals
Currently running 5 live pilots across a variety of
industries

ABOUT THE CEO

INDUSTRY

TOKENIZED COMMUNITY
ECONOMIES

MATERIALS

INVESTOR DECK

LEARN MORE
nativeproject.one

JAKE VARTANIAN
Founded Cryptodex, the first ever token launch consulting firm
Worked on multiple project launches designing token models and building communities
Supported Bancor launch and designed Native to leverage the Bancor Smart Token liquidity
model
Currently advises Constellation Labs, Dispatch, Swytch, and Electron
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DECENTRIC
MEDIA

NEXT GEN
24H NEWS

"Our mission is to accelerate the adoption of one
billion original crypto wallets by 2022."
- Marc Scarpa, CEO

HIGHLIGHTS

A financial, cultural, and entertainment media company
covering the Blockchain & Crypto industries
Provide a new environment by changing the narrative,
reinventing the broadcast media network, and curating
content from the innovators, pioneers, entrepreneurs,
and evolutionaries shaping the future
Will deliver seminal industry information via 24/7
broadcast and on-demand video network, distinctive
digital publications, and premier industry events

ABOUT THE CEO

MARC SCARPA
Over two decades of creating and producing innovative
participatory programming for live broadcasting
Simply new founder and executive producer/director
Collaborated with several Grammy Award-winning
artists John Legend, 50 Cent, Alicia Keys, Beastie Boys,
Elton John, and many others
Produced and directed several pioneering “firsts” for
the live participatory programming genre
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INDUSTRY

MEDIA NETWORK

MATERIALS

PITCH DECK

LEARN MORE
decentric.media
@decentricmedia
@decentricmedia

DISPATCH
REVOLUTIONIZED
DISTRIBUTED
LEDGERS

Dispatch is building a mature shared ledger protocol,
based on real-world needs, in order to deliver value for
real people and businesses. The Dispatch protocol is the
platform on which anyone can develop a great idea, and
be supported by a company devoted to supporting
creativity, growth, and responsible change.

HIGHLIGHTS

Successfully launched their Mainnet 3.0 protocol in
December 2018 that allows companies to develop datacentric distributed applications
Raised $12MM & currently raising an additional $6MM
Compliant with EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) and CA Data Privacy Act
Data-centric distributed ledger protocol for fast,
scalable enterprise-class solutions without transaction
fees
Provides on-chain, secure transactions with DAPoS and
off-chain data management with the Dispatch Artifact
Network (DAN)
Secured a broad-breadth of partners including Fenbushi
Digital, ANX HK, and Genesis Block

ABOUT THE CEO

MATTHEW MCGRAW
A successful leader, CEO, serial entrepreneur, and
industry influencer
Founder of Dispatch and The Bureau (blockchain
technology incubator) to drive awareness and adoption
Taken multiple companies from zero to $10MM+ with
no outside funding
Led mergers and acquisitions in the $100MM range,
advised startups to successful exits, and grew teams in
the hundreds
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INDUSTRY

DATA-CENTRIC, ENTERPRISE
READY DISTRIBUTED
LEDGER

MATERIALS

LIGHTPAPER
WHITEPAPER

LEARN MORE
dispatchlabs.io
@dispatchlabs.io
@dispatchlabs
dispatchlabs
DispatchDevelopers

ZEN
LEDGER

THE BEST TAX
SOFTWARE FOR
CRYPTOCURRENCY
INVESTORS

ZenLedger is the premier tax accounting software built by a t
eam of experts in technology, finance, and accounting.
The software enables anyone to import transactions, calcul
ate gains and income, and see potential taxes throughout the y
ear. ZenLedger works with all major exchanges and crypto and
fiat currencies, including Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoins, Doll
ars, Euros, Pounds Sterling, Yen - and many others

HIGHLIGHTS

ZenLedger enables you to import cryptocurrency
transactions, calculate gains and income, and auto-fill
tax forms like 8949 & Schedule D
Developed a functional CPA suite in addition to an
individual user offering
Forthcoming integrations with EOS, Ripple, and Stellar
Their Grand Unified Accounting output continues to be
a unique offering and popular among customers
Created an API that exchanges can quickly implement
to port customers and data over to ZenLedger
Pursuing partnerships with exchanges, security token
firms, utility tokens, crypto VC funds, crypto hedge
funds, and other “picks and shovels” providers in the
blockchain industry
Integrates with popular exchanges including Coinbase,
Binance, Gemini, Bitfinex, Kraken, and more

ABOUT THE CEO

PAT LARSEN
Former Amazon business manager ($100MM P&L).
M&A investment banking, marketing analytics, and ecommerce startups
US Air Force Academy grad and former Navy helicopter
mission commander
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INDUSTRY

TAX ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE

LEARN MORE
zenledger.io
@ZenLedgerIO
@ZenLedger

NUMUNDO
REINVENTING
VALUE OF THE
WORLD

HIGHLIGHTS

Digital Nomads are looking for a solution to live
anywhere with the feeling of belonging to a community.
NuMundo exists to help connect them to a growing
global community of conscious, forward thinking
individuals who can help each other find purpose and a
path to healing themselves and the planet.

A distributed global network of interlinked impact
centers ("nodes"), providing space for co-living, coworking, experiential education, and personal and
collective transformation
Empowers individuals on their path to purpose, links
them with global community, and accelerates the
growth of impact centers worldwide
Platform consists of experiential travel portal and
network of 750+ impact centers in 100+ countries
around the globe connecting nomads, makers, students,
educators, and homesteaders to regenerative projects.
Administrative features for impact centers to manage
guests and process payments across fiat and
cryptocurrencies
Upcoming features: reward and loyalty program, and
knowledge base

ABOUT THE CEO

INDUSTRY

GLOBAL EXPERIENCE
NETWORK

MATERIALS

PITCH DECK

LEARN MORE
numundo.org
@nu_mundo
@nunundonow

DAVID CASEY
Founder of Cosmic Convergence, Co-founder of Conscious Convergence, and Co-founder of
Tribal Alliance
Organized cultural events, retreats, and ecovillage design courses during his five-year
residency in Central America
Spent considerable time managing volunteers at a farm and worked with an indigenous artisan
cooperative in Guatemala
BA in Political Economy of Industrial Societies and Global Poverty & Practice
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COIN
CLEAR

SIMPLE
AUTOMATIC
CRYPTOCURRENCY
INVESTMENTS

“Our mission is to bring financial inclusivity through
simple and automatic investment strategies. We believe
that anyone should be able to invest in cryptocurrency no
matter their experience level.” - Steven Buchko, CoFounder & CEO

HIGHLIGHTS

An app that allows users to round up their credit card
purchases and invest their spare change in a variety of
popular cryptocurrencies
No monthly fees or required minimum balances
Users sign up and start investing in under 10 minutes
Users can invest their spare change, set aside a
percentage of their paycheck, and/or start a rainy day
fund
Available currencies: Bitcoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash,
Litecoin, Ethereum Classic, Dash, and Ripple

ABOUT THE CEO

STEVEN BUCHKO
Heavily involved in the blockchain industry as the
Executive Editor of CoinCentral
Best Blockchain Publication Nominee (DevCon Dapp
Awards) and has hundreds of thousands of monthly
readers
Founder and CEO of Agora, a mobile application that
improves group success by centralizing communication
and daily operations onto one platform
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INDUSTRY

INVESTMENT
APPLICATION

MATERIALS

INVESTOR DECK

LEARN MORE
coinclear.io
@coinclearapp
@coinclear

DELIFE.IO
REDEFINING
SOCIAL
GOVERNANCE

HIGHLIGHTS

"Our focus on building relationships with real user
communities in 2018 has created strong momentum
for us to plan our beta and commercial launch in 2019
regardless of the state of the crypto market." - Marek
Laskowski, Co-Founder/ CTO

A platform geared toward enhancing social governance
and resource management for local communities Wallet
enables users to protect their online data and identity
while conducting transactions
Enables economic participation and the formation of
small business within communities, DeLife Credit
provides an alternative for those with no access to nonpredatory credit
Budget approvals and resource allocation can be
decided by the crowd
Manages basic human needs systems including food,
water, housing, telecommunications, and energy—all
viewed as the inherent shared wealth of communities
Current status:
Planning Beta tests at early customer sites in USA,
Europe and the Caribbean for Q1 - Q2'19
Strong market and customer validation results for
Concept and Platform globally

ABOUT THE FOUNDERS

INDUSTRY
GOVERNANCE
APPLICATIONS

MATERIALS

PITCH DECK

LEARN MORE
delife.io
@mydelife

JAN GUPTA AND MAREK LASKOWSKI
Gupta has 15 years of experience in unlocking millions in dormant value for corporations like
IBM and Starbucks by identifying asymmetrical opportunities and developing innovative
teams, strategies, and tactics for successful execution
Laskowski is a researcher for Blockchain Research Institute and co-founder of the Blockchain
Lab at the Schulich of Business
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TRIVE

TRUTH
DISCOVERED

Trive is Wikipedia 2.0; a veracious fact checker with
immutable blockchain indexing. Trive, through its
incentivized users and engine, can sort the fact from the
fiction of any claim made on the internet and scalable to
the World.

HIGHLIGHTS

Solves the problem of fake news for their users for a
monthly fee
Is a social consensus engine that researches and
clarifies facts through Human Swarmed crowd wisdom
Creates a Nash Equilibrium incentive structure for the
research into news story claims
Creates a feedback loop to media companies who
monetize your attention
Mission is to eradicate fake news worldwide through
alternative feedback mechanisms, incentivizing media
to tell the truth

ABOUT THE CEO

MATT WHITE
Founded, owned and operated an Alaska based
adventure tour company that served a global market for
18 years
Was actively developing initiatives for non-extractive
equity-based land use solutions on public lands
Has worked with leading political, science and thought
leaders
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INDUSTRY

MEDIA

MATERIALS

PITCH DECK

LEARN MORE
trive.news
@Trive_News
Trive.News

THANK
YOU
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